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Application development platform is the most important environment in IT industry. There are a variety of platforms. Although
the native development enables application to optimize, various languages and software development kits need to be acquired
according to the device. The coexistence of smart devices and platforms has rendered the native development approach time
and cost consuming. Cross-platform development emerged as a response to these issues. These platforms generate applications
for multiple devices based on web languages. Nevertheless, development requires additional implementation based on a native
language because of the coverage and functions of supported application programming interfaces (APIs). Wearable devices have
recently attracted considerable attention.These devices only support Bluetooth-based interdevice communication, thereby making
communication and device control impossible beyond a certain range. We propose Network Application Agent (NetApp-Agent)
in order to overcome issues. NetApp-Agent based on the Cordova is a wearable device control platform for the development of
network applications, controls input/output functions of smartphones and wearable/IoT through the Cordova and Native API, and
enables device control and information exchange by external users by offering a self-defined API. We confirmed the efficiency of
the proposed platform through experiments and a qualitative assessment of its implementation.

1. Introduction

The market for smartphones has experienced explosive
growth since the development of Apple’s iPhone and Sam-
sung’s Omnia2 to the extent that smart devices have now
become vital to daily life. Furthermore, wearable devices
have attracted considerable attention as the next generation
of mobile technology that will replace smartphones. The
research service BI Intelligence has predicted that the market
for wearable devices will grow to approximately $12 billion by
2018 [1].

A “wearable device” refers to a small electronic device
that can be worn on the body so that a user can freely use it
even whenmoving. Google Glass, SamsungGalaxy Gear, and
Sony SmartWatch belong to this category. Furthermore, even
sports equipment companies such as Nike and Adidas have

lately begun introducing innovative products and services in
the wearable device market [2].

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a recent technology
for collecting data and transferring data through sensors
and adding a communication function to every object. The
market size of IoT was estimated to be $203.1 in 2013 and is
expected to reach $1 trillion, with an average annual growth
of 21.8%, by 2022 [3]. In December 2013, subscribers of
smartphones exceeded 37.5 million in Korea [4]. Along with
the popularity of smartphones and wearable devices, the
market for mobile applications is steadily growing as well [5].

Cross-PlatformDevelopment. Due to the emergence of smart-
phones and the existence of multiple platforms, developers in
the stage of application development have to build platform-
specific environments, use multiple programming languages,
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and learn the relevant supporting application programming
interfaces (APIs). These constraints lead to wasted time and
effort and increase the cost of application development. In
order to solve such problems, mobile programming is in
the process of standardization. Cross-platform development
frameworks, such as Cordova [6] and Titanium [7], have
garnered considerable attention as a solution. The Associ-
ation for Computing Machinery (ACM), the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and related
organizations are publishing an increasing number of studies
on platform research that analyze the characteristics of
cross-platform development frameworks. This suggests that
application development on a single, unified platform will
become possible in the near future [8, 9].

ResearchChallenges andContributions. Cross-platformdevel-
opment is an attribute that assists the development of appli-
cations using web languages such as HyperText Markup
Language 5 (HTML5), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and
JavaScript. Its greatest benefit is that it provides an application
with a single source that is feasible on multiple mobile plat-
forms, which increases development productivity. However,
the range of APIs in Cordova and Titanium is not sufficiently
wide, especially with regard to supporting wearable devices
and IoT devices, since they are still in their developmental
stages. Developers are thus inevitably required to learn the
native language supported by the platform of the relevant
device and initiate follow-up development because cross-
platform development alone is insufficient for application
development.

Furthermore, wearable/IoT devices support Bluetooth
technology for communication among them. Bluetooth is
a communication technology over short distances, due to
which it is impossible to communicate with wearable/IoT
devices beyond a limited range [10].

In this regard, we propose a “NetworkApplicationAgent”
(NetApp-Agent) platform that integrates a development envi-
ronment forwearable devices and supports Internet Protocol-
(IP-) based communication. NetApp-Agent is a smart device
platform for network application development that allows
outside users to control input/output (I/O) functions and
exchange data. This is because it is based on the Apache
Cordova platform and uses Cordova API and a Native API
that enable the I/O function in smartphones and wearable
devices as well as the I/O function control of IoT devices by
providing a self-defined API.

The potential benefits of our proposed platform are as
follows. First, it eases application development by supporting
integrated development environments that supply essential
APIs or facilitate device development. Second, it enables
wearable devices that use Bluetooth to communicate with
the outside by supporting IP communication based on
WebSocket.

The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows.
Section 2 examines the benefits and drawbacks of the existing
development platforms. In Section 3, we introduce NetApp-
Agent, our proposed integrated development platform,
together with its structure and features. Section 4 presents
the results of our experiments involving NetApp-Agent

as well as a qualitative assessment of its implementation.
Finally, we offer our conclusions and recommendations for
further research in Section 5.

2. Review of Existing Approaches and Issues

Approaches to mobile application development can be di-
vided into three major categories: native applications (native
apps), web applications (web apps), and hybrid applications
(hybrid apps). Native apps involve application development
on the platform of each device, whereas web apps utilize
HTML, JavaScript, and CSS. Hybrid apps assume the form
of native apps, but all or part of its internal configuration is
developed in a web app environment [11–13].

In this section, we examine the development of native
and hybrid apps together with the features and challenges of
a network application development system that provides an
IoT development platform and cloud service.

2.1. Native Development Platform. A native development
platform involves developing applications on the platform of
each device, such as the iPhone, the Android phone, and the
Windows Phone, which operate in machine language code. It
ensures optimized application performance. However, it has
a few major disadvantages: it builds a different development
environment for each platform, and the developer needs
to learn the relevant development language and software
development kit (SDK). We examine the native development
environments for both the Sony and the Pebble SmartWatch,
which are representative of wearable devices.

2.1.1. Sony SmartWatch. Sony SmartWatch is based on
Android 4.0 operating system, and Java is used as its develop-
ment language. A developer cannot check his/her developed
screen on the actual device, but on a computer with a separate
emulator. The procedure for developing applications for the
Sony SmartWatch is as follows [14].

A development environment must first be constructed.
Sony SmartWatch provides the Sony Add-on SDK as an
additional installation to the existing Android SDK. There-
fore, the Android’s development environment needs to be
built in advance for SmartWatch development. The Java
Development Kit (JDK) and the integrated development tool
Eclipse are installed in order to create the Java Runtime
Environment.

Following this, the Android Development Tools (ADT)
plugin is installed on Eclipse to support the Android system
together with the Android SDK. The Android development
environment is then constructed [15]. The development
environment for the SmartWatch is finally constructed after
downloading the Add-on SDK from Sony’s developers’ web-
site and installing it on Eclipse.

Furthermore, the system structure and the API sup-
porting the development need to be learned. The system
architecture of Sony SmartWatch is shown in Figure 1
and can be divided into three major components: Smart
Extension,Host Application, andAccessory. Smart Extension
refers to the application to perform in wearable device.
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Table 1: Smart Extension API of Sony SmartWatch.

API Description
Registration and
Capabilities API

Provide API data of SmartWatch/Smart
Extension

Notification API Notify the event that occurred in
smartphone to the device

Control API Control the display of device
Sensor API Transmit sensor data
Widget API Preview contents

Smart extension

Facebook SMS MMS

Smart extension API Smart extension API

Host
application

Host
application

HW & FW

Accessory1

HW & FW

Accessory2

Bluetooth Bluetooth
Phone

accessory

Figure 1: System architecture of Sony SmartWatch.

This application utilizes the Smart Extension API to commu-
nicate with the Host Application of the wearable device. The
Host Application is installed in smartphones and connected
to the wearable device using Bluetooth technology.The Smart
ExtensionAPI for the development of Sony SmartWatchmust
be learned in sequence.

Table 1 lists various supporting APIs. The Registration
API and the Capabilities API are employed when the Host
Application provides data for the API of the SmartWatch or
Smart Extension provides its data on the API to the Host
Application. The Notification API is used when the Host
Application notifies the event occurred in smartphones to
device, whereas the Control API enables Smart Extension
application to the control display of the device. Control API
in particular is crucial to controlling the display or the light-
emitting diode (LED) of the device and to processing key
events or touching events that require close attention. The
Sensor API transmits data from the accelerometer and the
illumination sensor of the device to the Smart Extension
application. TheWidget API affords content preview.

The lengthy and complex procedure described above
concludes the preparation for the development of an operat-
ing application for Sony SmartWatch. However, information
regarding implemented classes, functions, and variables still
needs to be checked, and extensive research needs to be

conducted on the API implementation code and the sample
code, along with code analysis, by using API reference
documents for application development.

2.1.2. Pebble SmartWatch. The Pebble SmartWatch functions
on an independent Pebble operating system (OS) that is com-
patible with both Android and iOS. Pebble supports different
types of languages, such as JavaScript andObjective-C, where
the latter is primarily used for application development.
Moreover, a Pebble SDK is provided for development. The
procedure for developing applications for Pebble SmartWatch
can be divided into two parts.

First, the application development environment must be
constructed. Pebble SDK can be installed on Mac OS X
and Linux. We assume the construction of a development
environment conducted on Mac OS X. The Pebble SDK is
downloaded from the Pebble developers’ website and the
Pebble ARM Toolchain is installed after the installation of
Xcode Command Line Tools [16], which is a developers’
command line tool. Development environment construc-
tion is completed after building in Python library because
Pebble SDK is based on Python. Pebble is compatible with
smartphones that use Android and iOS platforms.Therefore,
the development environment of a smartphone application
should be built and an SDK called PebbleKit should then
be installed to create an application that is in sync with the
smartphone [17].

Second, a development support API must be learned.
The Pebble API consists of Pebble Watch App SDK (for
SmartWatch applications), PebbleKit Android (for Android),
and PebbleKit iOS (for iOS). In order to develop an applica-
tion that is compatible with smartphones that use Android
OS, one needs to learn Watch App SDK and PebbleKit for
Android. The scope of the supporting SDK is presented in
Table 2.

When developing a Pebble application, two issues need
careful scrutiny in addition to the construction of the devel-
opment environment and the examination of the supporting
APIs. First, the Pebble SmartWatch does not support Korean
characters. Hence, expressions in Korean need to be consid-
ered when developing an application that sends textmessages
or notifications for Social Network Services (SNS) to Pebble
devices in Korean. Second, the image format of Pebble is
problematic. Pebble uses its own image format, called Pebble
Binary Image (PBI), when displaying an image on the screen.
PBI represents each pixel using one bit that contains image
information in the header file. Thus, a developer must create
a tool for image conversion to enable images in Pebble
Watch.

The relevant Pebble Watch application is then installed
on a computer terminal by the way of inputting build and
install command. Pebble Watch should be connected to a
smartphone through Bluetooth for application installation,
following which the computer and the smartphone that have
already progressed in development should be connected to
the same Wi-Fi network. Therefore, developers should pay
particular attention to network configuration when installing
the application.
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Table 2: Watch App SDK of Pebble SmartWatch.

Watch App SDK Pebble SmartWatch

Foundation

(i) App
(ii) Media Utilities
(iii) Timer
(iv) Wall Time
(v) Math
(vi) Dictionary
(vii) AppMessage
(viii) Resources
(ix) AppSync
(x) Logging
(xi) App Communication

Graphics

(i) Graphics Context
(ii) Drawing Primitives
(iii) Graphics Types
(iv) Drawing Text
(v) Fonts

User interface

(i) Layers
(ii) Animation
(iii) Window
(iv) Vibes
(v) Light

Standard C

(i) Math
(ii) Memory
(iii) Format
(iv) String
(v) Time

2.1.3. Problems with Native Development Platforms. In the
current mobile market, several mobile platforms exist, for
example, Android, iOS, and Windows Mobile. Thus, man-
ufacturers produce smartphones on a variety of platforms.
The coexistence of different platforms has led developers
to establish suitable development environments for each
platform when creating applications and learn the relevant
development languages, the SDK, and the API.

Table 3 shows diverse development environments accord-
ing to types of wearable device. As shown in the table, a
developer needs to learn ten programming languages and
seven APIs for an application adaptable to four devices.
With the growing trend of wearable devices, more and more
devices are expected to be introduced. Moreover, time spent
on application development will increase in proportion to
the number of devices. To solve these kinds of problems, an
integrated development platform is required.

2.2. Cross-Platform Mobile Development Framework. Table 4
shows that the development of mobile applications can be
divided into three types: native app, web app, and hybrid app.

As shown in Section 2.1, native apps guarantee optimized
application performance. However, they have a few con-
straints given that they require building a different develop-
ment environment for each platform and that the developer
needs to learn the relevant development language and the
SDK.

Application development in web apps is based on
widespread Internet technologies, such as HTML, JavaScript,

and CSS. The advantage of web apps is that they can attract
and train developers, since learning a development language
is relatively easy. On the other hand, difficulty in hardware
control, slow speed of applications, and vulnerability on
networks are the major weaknesses of web apps. Applications
developed by hybrid apps assume the form of native apps,
but all or part of their internal configuration is developed
in web app. The final form of the application is a binary file,
which has the same file extension but is developed using web
languages, such as HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript.

Hybrid apps improve development productivity because
they can be operated in various mobile platform using a
single source. Hardware control is also possible. The appro-
priate incorporation of two apps’ advantages brings forth
a new development strategy. Cross-platform is applied as
a development tool for hybrid apps. In this section, we
discuss Cordova andTitanium, two typical instances of cross-
platform development.

2.2.1. Cordova. Cordova is an open-source framework that
enables hybrid application development. It was first devel-
oped as “Phone Gap” by Nitobi and was subsequently taken
over by Adobe in October 2011. Following the takeover, it
reinforced the open-source policy with the development of
the Apache license, and then he changed the name of the
application to Cordova from version 1.4 onward. Additional
functions for Cordova are developed as plug-ins that are
shared in open-source communities. Moreover, Cordova
supports seven smartphone platforms, Android, BlackBerry,
Firefox OS, iOS, Windows Phone, Windows 8, and Tizen,
with high product quality that renders it themost competitive
among cross-platforms [18, 19].

The structure of Cordova’s applications is shown in
Figure 2. The developer creates applications using HTML5,
CSS, and JavaScript. The completed codes are then packaged
through the Cordova library. The application in packaging is
distributed to the device in which web-kit provided browser
is equipped.

Cordova provides APIs shown in Table 5. The APIs are
called by JavaScript, whereas the JavaScript engine exchanges
data with the native engine using string type. However,
Cordova has a limited range of APIs because of its incomplete
platform. With regard to network APIs, it only checks the
status of the connection to Wi-Fi or cellular data. APIs
related to Bluetooth are not yet available. As a consequence,
implementation through the native language is inevitable in
order to call particular functions, even though the application
is developed using the Cordova platform [6].

2.2.2. Titanium. Titanium is a cross-platform development
framework created by Appcelerator. Unlike Cordova which
concentrates on the mobile application development, it is
possible to develop desktop applications using Titanium
Studio in addition to mobile applications. We focus on cross-
platform mobile application development in this paper.

Figure 3 shows the mobile application development
process using Titanium Studio. Titanium delivers a devel-
opment tool called Titanium Studio. Therefore, application
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Table 3: Development environments for each wearable device.

Types of device Operating system Supporting languages SDK/API

Google Glass Android 4.0.4 Go, Java, .NET, PHP, Python,
Ruby Google Mirror API

Sony SmartWatch Android 4.0 Java Sony Add-on SDK/Smart Extension
API

Pebble SmartWatch Pebble OS C, JavaScript
(Objective-C/Java)

Pebble SDK
PebbleKit

Samsung Gear Tizen OS Java, HTML, JavaScript Tizen SDK
Samsung Mobile SDK

Total 4 10 7

Independent mobile application

Packaging
process

HTML
file

Other
contents

JavaScript
file

CSS
file Web view

Cordova JavaScript
interface

Figure 2: Structure of Cordova.

Table 4: Features of each mobile application development method.

Feature Native App Hybrid App Web App
Development
language Native only Native and web

or web only Web only

Code portability and
optimization None High High

Access device-specific
features High Medium Low

Leverage existing
knowledge Low High High

Advanced graphics High Medium Medium
Upgrade flexibility Low Medium High
Installation
experience High High Medium

development begins after the construction of the develop-
ment environment by installing Titanium Studio. The appli-
cation development code is written in HTML and JavaScript
andutilizes the interpretermethod in case of code translation.
In short, Titanium Bridge, which is embodied in Titanium
SDK, substitutes Titanium API to a native development
language when the developer calls a Titanium API in an
application written in JavaScript. Thus, it creates an almost
identical product with the application written in native code.

Nonetheless, the spectrumof the supporting platform is quite
narrow because it is difficult to format a JavaScript engine
for the substitution of the development language into each
platform [7, 20].

Table 6 presents the list of Titanium mobile APIs. Tita-
nium has a limited domain of supporting APIs, like Cordova.
From a communication aspect, it only supplies APIs for
socket andHTTP client production and communication.The
range of the hardware module control is restricted to camera,
audio, and video control [21].

2.3. Internet ofThings (IoT) Development Platform. IoT refers
to a technology that collects and transfers data by installing
sensors and adding network connectivity to every object.
To satisfy rising user demand, it generates massive amounts
of information through smart sensors installed in smart
devices such as smartphones, tablet PCs, and smart TVs.The
development of mobile devices of every kind together with
built-in sensors has ushered in the age of IoT [22].

Smart devices, such as smart TVs, smartphones, and
wearable devices, communicate by forming a network struc-
ture in IoT environment. Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, ZigBee [23], and
Near Field Communication (NFC) [24] are typical close-
rangewireless communication technologies used for commu-
nication among IoT devices. Bluetooth Smart, widely known
as Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), is particularly widely used.
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Table 5: Cordova plug-in API.

API Description
Battery Status Check battery status of device
Camera Take picture and browse gallery
Contacts Search contacts and add/edit contacts
Device Provide information about device
Device Motion
(Accelerometer)

Provide information on accelerometer
sensor

Device Orientation
(Compass)

Provide information on compass
sensor

Dialogs Show notification of device
FileSystem Access file system of device
File Transfer Receive and transfer file
Geolocation Provide information on location
Globalization Provide international expressions
InAppBrowser Run new application browser
Media Record and play voice file
Media Capture Capture media files
Network
Information
(Connection)

Provide information on network status
and connectivity to cellular data and

Wi-Fi

Splashscreen Show/hide start screen of application
program

Vibration Generate vibration on device
StatusBar Hide/configure status bar background
Whitelist Whitelist network requests
Legacy Whitelist Use the old style of whitelist

The structure of Bluetooth Smart consists of traditional Blue-
tooth, Bluetooth Smart Ready, andBluetooth Smart, as shown
in Figure 4. Bluetooth Smart Ready is in the form of a hub
device that can be connected to both traditional Bluetooth
and Bluetooth Smart devices. Yet, Bluetooth communicates
through Mac addresses when a device does not have an IP.
This leads to a problem where deviating from the given range
renders communication among devices impossible.

2.4. Network Application Development. Cloud computing
refers to a structure of computing systems where I/O opera-
tions are carried out through a user’s device, but information
analysis, process, storage, management, and distribution are
accomplished in another space called a “cloud.” Figure 5
shows an outline of this structure [25].

Cloud technology can be divided into three parts, Infras-
tructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and
Software as a Service (SaaS), from the perspective of service
provision. A representative service of IaaS is Amazon’s EC2,
which provides server computation and hardware storage
online [26]. PaaS represents platform supply for host and
enterprise services. PaaS makes use of resources of IaaS to
support certain platforms, including Microsoft’s Azure and
Google’s App Engine [27, 28]. SaaS is a basic technology that
supplies user-driven service. It can be divided into applied

Table 6: Titanium mobile API.

API Description

App Provide information on application and system
event

Calendar Access native calendar
Cloud Access ACS (Appcelerator Cloud Services)
Contacts Search contacts and add/edit contacts

Database Access to SQLite DB within application and
produce DB

Facebook Support application connection to Facebook
Filesystem Access device’s file and folder
Geolocation Provide information on device’s location
Map Produce native map

Media
Call out media-related function of device (Audio,
Video, ImageView, Camera, and Photo Gallery

API)

Network Produce Socket, HTTPClient, TCPSocket, and
support communication

Platform Access function per device’s platform (check
battery status)

UI Form UI of application
XML XML-based content parsing

Titanium studio

JavaScript/HTML

Titanium SDK

IOS Android HTML

iPhone
iPad

Android
(phone/tablet)

Mobile web app
(multiple devices)

Figure 3: Mobile application development process using Titanium
Studio.

software service, web-based service, and component-based
service. The sole function of several SaaS companies that
research maps, images, videos, documents, mail, and so
forth is service, and they distribute representational state
transfer- (REST-) basedOpenAPIs, numerous platforms, and
development languages supporting SDK. IT companies, such
as Google, Facebook, Baidu, Kakao, and NAVER, cater to
many types of Open APIs for developers [29, 30].

For cloud service development, Amazon offers smart-
phone platforms for Android and SDKs for different pro-
gramming languages (Java, .NET, PHP, Ruby, etc.) at the
same time [31]. The Azure platform also provides program
APIs in the structure of .NET, Node.js, Java, and PHP [32].
SaaS companies distribute REST-basedOpenAPIs and devel-
opment languages supporting SDK.However,most SDKs and
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Bluetooth
smart ready

Bluetooth
smartBluetooth

Figure 4: Structure of Bluetooth Smart.

Cloud service model

SaaS
(software as a service)

PaaS
(platform as a service)

IaaS
(infrastructure as a service)

Cloud client 

Application,
browsers,
mobiles

Figure 5: Structure of cloud service model.

APIs focus on establishing cloud servers. Thus, the client
application needs to be separately implemented on each
platform of a service-providing device where a native app is
used. This implies that a network application that provides
cloud service must construct a development environment
for each platform and learn the development language to
create an application, in a similar manner to the native app
development process.

3. Proposal

Sections 1 and 2 examined the characteristics of and chal-
lenges faced by the existing development platforms. In
Section 3, we suggest a solution for the foregoing problems
and discuss the detailed structure of our proposed platform,
followed by a discussion of scenarios to which the technique
is applicable.

3.1. Wearable Device Control Platform

3.1.1. Network Application Agent (NetApp-Agent). In this
paper, we propose a wearable device control platform called
Network Application Agent (NetApp-Agent) for network
application development. Figure 6 shows our proposed plat-
form diagram. NetApp-Agent, in the form of a smartphone
application, controls the I/O function of the smartphones,
its connected wearable devices, and IoT devices by following
commands from a remote controller. In order to do this,
a self-defined JavaScript Object Notation- (JSON-) based
NetApp-Agent API equipped with WebSocket is provided to
the user for remote control.

3.1.2. Network Application Agent API (NetApp-Agent API).
The user connects to NetApp-Agent through an IP. NetApp-
Agent controls the I/O functions of smart devices or linked
wearable devices and requests the necessary information
through supporting APIs. Therefore, the proposed platform
allows the developer to easily create a device without back-
ground knowledge of wearable or IoT devices. Outside users
can be any programmable device that wants to communicate
through IP-based cloud server, tablet PC, or smartphone
using a supporting API.

3.1.3. Structure of Proposed Platform. Figure 7 shows the
detailed structure of our proposed platform. NetApp-Agent
aims to be a cross-platform development framework that can
run applications regardless of the type of mobile platform
in question. However, as mentioned before, Cordova’s API is
limited in its range of support. Our proposed platform ampli-
fies the range of APIs by the binary use of Cordova andNative
device wrappers. Functions such as battery check, vibration,
and acquisition of global positioning system (GPS) informa-
tion are developed with the API, whereas I/O functions such
as sensors and display are developed with the Native API. For
network connection control, Cordova provides an API for
receiving cellular and Wi-Fi connection information. Thus,
cellular communication and Wi-Fi connection information
is implemented using Cordova API, and connection control,
such as obtaining Bluetooth connection information and
simple On/Off functions of the network, is implemented
by using Native API. Wearable devices and IoT devices do
not support Cordova API, and thus related functions are
established through theNativeAPI.The established functions
are controllable by a self-defined JSON-based NetApp-Agent
API, where NetApp-Agent provides its implemented API to
the outside user.

The WebSocket in NetApp-Agent allows IP-based com-
munication between the device and the user. The outside
user thus has remote access to control I/O functions of the
device.The inventory database saves the device’s connectivity
and specification information related to the smartphone.
If remotely requested to connect, NetApp-Agent provides
its stored information to the outside user. The user then
confirms the desired device to control. An intelligence-
processing module supports the establishment of intelligible
operations in the device. Pebble’s SmartWatch does not
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WebApp-Agent

Google Glass

Smart Watch

IoT Device1

IoT Device2

Cordova & Native
Device Wrapper

WebSocket

Wearable Device

IoT Device

Smart Phone

IP-based Communication

NetAPP-Agent API

Smart Phone/Tablet PC

Outside User

Cloud
Server

Figure 6: Proposed platform diagram.
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Figure 7: Detailed structure of proposed platform.

support Korean characters and uses a self-defined Perceptual-
Backdrop Image (PBI) format for images. As a consequence,
if an outside user sends a message containing Korean
characters, NetApp-Agent automatically transmits it after
translating it into an image. NetApp-Agent does not simply
read or write the information of the device connected to the
smartphone, but it provides intelligent service through the
intelligence-processing module.

3.2. Cloud Service Application Scenario for Proposed Platform.
Figure 8 shows the interface of interaction between NetApp-
Agent and the cloud server. There is a network application in
the cloud server for communication with NetApp-Agent.

The network application uses the NetApp-Agent API for
the cloud server to supply the service demanded by the user
without modification. We examine here the application of
the proposed platform to a cloud service scenario. Possible
scenarios are divided into three parts according to their
function.

3.2.1. Acquisition of QR Code Information Using Cloud Server.
Figure 9 shows a scenario concerning the analysis of Quick
Response (QR) code spotted in the camera of a wearable
device. The code is processed in the cloud server, and the

extracted information is sent back to the wearable device for
display.

The video containing the QR code is sent to the cloud
server. Images are extracted from the video and form the basis
of QR code recognition. The cloud server simultaneously
runs various code extraction methods to improve QR code
recognition rate. There are three methods to recognize QR
code: the traditional method, recognition using the image of
the object itself, and an analysis of the similarity of images.
In the analysis of similarity, information related to previously
stored QR images and location information on the product
by beacon are used together.

The information extracted from the QR code goes
through a series of processes to be displayed on the screen
of the wearable device. In this scenario, the wearable device is
only used as a tool for I/O, while the extraction and process-
ing of information from the QR code are carried out in the
cloud server. The cloud server can implement an application
that displays the information on thewearable device using the
NetApp-Agent API without having to develop a native app.

3.2.2. Voice and Video-Sharing Scenario Involving Smart
Device and Cloud Server. Figure 10 shows a scenario for voice
and video sharing between a smart device and the cloud
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server. A user wearing Google Glass transmits information
in real time to the cloud server, which shares the transferred
video with the user again and issues an order. An order can be
issued by pointing at the transferred video. The cloud server
once again utilizes the NetApp-Agent API to implement an
application to display information on the wearable device.
Thus, modification of the wearable device is unnecessary.

3.2.3. Voice and Video Data Sharing among Smart Devices.
Figure 11 shows a more detailed scenario than the previous
one. Two smart devices capable of IP-based communication
share video, voice, and image through a camera in real time
with the cloud server acting as mediator. The realization of
this scenario can lead to innovative services in themarket. For
instance, suppose User A shares his/her location with User
B through an image as User B guides User A through vocal
instructions or ostensive guides using the shared image.

4. Experiment and Qualitative Assessment

In this section, we report an experiment to show the feasi-
bility of the suggested platform and discuss the results. The
efficiency of the proposed platform is also confirmed through
a comparative analysis with the existing development plat-
forms.

4.1. Empirical Research of the Proposed Platform

4.1.1. NetApp-Agent Implementation by Utilizing Native Devel-
opment Method. The proposed platform was implemented
in order to demonstrate how proposal works as the proto-
type. The setup consisted of a smartphone equipped with

NetApp-Agent, another smartphone with a network appli-
cation communicating with NetApp-Agent, and controllable
wearable devices, as shown in Figure 12. NetApp-Agent was
implemented in Android 4.1.2, and a web server function
was added to support Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
communication based on IP. The two wearable devices used
were a Sony SmartWatch and a Pebble SmartWatch. Sony
Add-on SDK 2.1 and Pebble SDK 2.0 were installed to develop
the SmartWatch application.The user application was imple-
mented in Android 4.1.0 version and the HTTPClient class
in Android was used to support HTTP communication. Both
NetApp-Agent and the user application exchanged JSONdata
using a self-defined NetApp-Agent API and sending HTTP
communication based on IP.

Table 7 lists the NetApp-Agent APIs. NetApp-Agent
enabled the transmission of texts and images to wearable
devices. Accordingly, the four former APIs were used, Con-
nected Device List (which offered the list of connected wear-
able devices and detailed information regarding each device),
Select Device (which selected themessaging terminals), Send
Text (to send texts), and Send Image (to send images to
devices). The four latter APIs will soon be added to NetApp-
Agent APIs.

The detailed working structure of the implemented plat-
form is shown through a sequence diagram. Figure 13 shows
the process of acquiring information related to the detailed
specifications and connections of wearable devices using
the network application. The network applications transmit
an HTTP GET method to set connections with NetApp-
Agent. Upon receiving requests, the NetApp-Agent sends
messages containing information regarding connected wear-
able devices and detailed specifications of each device to the
network application,which follows a JSON type.On receiving
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{
“type”:“SmartWatch”
“connected”:true,
“sony”:true,
“pebble”:true.

“Pebble SmartWatch”: {
“Version”:“v.2.0.2”
“Connectivity”:“Bluetooth 2.1”
“Display”:“144 × 168pixel”}

“Sony SmartWatch”: {
“Version”:“v.1.3.B.3.46”
“Connectivity”:“Bluetooth 3.0”
“Display”:“220 ×

}

Wearable device NetApp-agent Network application

1. Acquiring information 
on connected devices

2.1. HTTP GET Request

2.2. Response

3. Renew device information
Transmitting information on 
connected devices and detailed
specifications

176pixel”}

Figure 13: Acquiring information on wearable devices using network application.

Table 7: List of NetApp-Agent APIs.

API Description

Connected
Device List

Provide detailed information on each
device and the list of wearable devices
connected to smartphone through

Bluetooth

Select Device Select the kinds of wearable devices to
control

Send Text Make the text appear on the screen by
sending it to wearable devices

Send Image Make the image appear on the screen by
sending it to wearable devices

Send Voice Make the voice and sound appear at
speaker by sending it to wearable devices

Cellular Monitor cellular state and make cellular
state enabled or disabled

Wi-Fi Monitor Wi-Fi state and make Wi-Fi
enabled or disabled

Bluetooth Monitor Bluetooth state and make
Bluetooth enabled or disabled

information about wearable devices, the network application
adds the device information to the List View so that users can
select devices after checking related information.

Figure 14 shows the process of sending texts to wear-
able devices via NetApp-Agent, and Figure 15 shows the
implementation of the platform. Information on devices for
submission and text values selected by users are transmitted

in JSON messages through HTTP POST. On receiving the
messages, NetApp-Agent sends texts to the selected wearable
devices and prints it on the screen. Depending on the context,
NetApp-Agent supports intelligent tasks.

In case of the Pebble SmartWatch, it used to show the issue
of incompatibility with Korean language. Thus, if text has to
be transmitted through Pebble SmartWatch, NetApp-Agent
senses the Korean characters in the messages before sending
messages to wearable devices. While messages containing no
Korean characters are transmitted as text, those containing
Korean characters are transformed into PBI images and then
transmitted to Pebble SmartWatch and vice versa.

Figures 16 and 17 show the process of sending images to
wearable devices via NetApp-Agent and the results obtained
on the screen. As in the case of sending texts, device
information regarding the data and the images is sent to
NetApp-Agent using HTTP POST. The images may need
to be converted depending on the types of targeted devices
when sending images. Sony SmartWatch displays images by
temporarily saving themon the smartphone and sending uni-
form resource identifier (URI) information. By utilizing its
self-defined image format, the Pebble SmartWatch converts
the received bitmap images to PBI format and then sends it.

4.1.2. NetApp-Agent Implementation Utilizing Cordova Plat-
form. NetApp-Agent aspires to be a cross-platform devel-
opment framework that implements applications regardless
of the type of mobile platform at hand and expands the
coverage of API support by adding Native API functions to
the Cordova API.
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Figure 14: Sending text via NetApp-Agent.
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Figure 15: Result of sending text via NetApp-Agent.

Cordova supports the acquisition of the location informa-
tion of devices and an API that provides status information
regarding cellular connected to devices or toWi-Fi networks.
Figure 18 shows sequence of Acquiring GPS and network
information. Consequently, when the location information of
a smartphone and a network is requested to NetApp-Agent
by network application, NetApp- Agent responds to a call in
a way of acquiring information by calling Cordova API.

4.2. Qualitative Assessment of the Proposed Method. In this
subsection, we conduct a functional analysis of the existing
development platforms as well as our proposed NetApp-
Agent and use this qualitative assessment to identify the pros

and cons of the proposed platform. The efficiency of the
proposed platform is tested throughout this process.

4.2.1. Provision of Integrated Development Environment for
Devices. The current mobile market has several mobile plat-
forms, such as Android, iOS, and Windows Mobile. Owing
to the diversity of platforms, developers need to construct
development environments according to platform and learn
several programming languages, which slows down the pace
of development. Mobile programming is gradually becoming
standardized to cope with such issues, and cross-platforms
such as Cordova and Titanium are welcome as a result.
Nevertheless, cross-platforms are limited in their scope of
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Figure 16: Sending image via NetApp-Agent.
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Figure 17: Result of sending image via NetApp-Agent.

API coverage and are still in the process of developing
APIs to control wearable devices. All of this underscores
the necessity of the acquisition and development of native
languages. In other words, cross-platform by itself is inad-
equate for developing applications for wearable devices. A
comprehension and development of applications that take
into account unfamiliar development environments and API
assistance for wearable devices would be extremely time-
consuming.

Table 8 shows the development environment of the
Cordova development platform. When developing wearable
devices outside Cordova’s stipulated coverage, the native
development approach is preferred. Hence, the development
of applications necessitates the construction of development
environments depending on target devices as well as knowl-
edge of compatible APIs. In the case of applications for

Google Glass, for instance, developers need to learn both
the development language, such as Python and Java, and the
Google Mirror API after installing the relevant development
tools.

Developing applications for Pebble SmartWatch requires
that developers construct suitable development environ-
ments and learn specific languages such as Pebble SDK and
PebbleKit SDK, which are built-in functions of a smartphone.
Even when developing different applications for the same
purpose, a considerable amount of time needs to be spent
on creating different development environments and learning
unfamiliar languages. The table shows development environ-
ments for four different devices, where developers had to
learn 10 programming languages and 7 APIs. As the number
of devices supplying applications increases, the workload and
time spent on development increase proportionately.
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Figure 18: Acquiring GPS/network information of a device via Cordova API.

Table 8: Development environment of Cordova platform.

Under Cordova platform
Types of devices Operating system Supporting languages SDK/API
Total 4 10 7

Google Glass Android 4.0.4 Go, Java, .NET, PHP, Python, and
Ruby Google Mirror API

Sony SmartWatch Android 4.0 Java Sony Add-on SDK/Smart Extension
API

Pebble SmartWatch Pebble OS C, JavaScript, and so forth
(Objective-C/Java)

Pebble SDK
PebbleKit

Samsung Gear Tizen OS Java, HTML, JavaScript, and so forth Tizen SDK
Samsung Mobile SDK

Table 9: Development environment of NetApp-Agent.

Under NetApp-Agent
Types of device Operating system Supporting languages SDK/API
Total 1 1 1
NetApp-Agent supporting devices
(extendable) No limitations No limitations NetApp-Agent API (WebSocket/JSON-based)

Table 9 shows the application development environment
based on NetApp-Agent. If developers are aware of the
specific features of JSON-based NetApp-Agent APIs and the
implementation of WebSocket for communication with a
platform, other applications can be easily developed using
programming languages with which developers are, pre-
sumably, already familiar. Thus, procedural redundancies,
such as constructing a separate development environment
for each platform and learning both the relevant languages
and the API, can be effectively avoided. This approach can
downsize the time and cost needed to develop applications,

and developers can easily expand the selection of devices
compatible with the applications.

4.2.2. Expansion of API Supply Coverage of Platform. Cross-
platform development frameworks such as Titanium and
Cordova are still in the process of development and hitherto
have failed to guarantee wide API coverage. The proposed
platform widens the coverage of serviceable APIs by adding
a native device wrapper to the Cordova wrapper. Table 10
lists the kinds of APIs per development platform. We see
that NetApp-Agent supports wider API coverage than the
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Figure 19: Comparison of communication methods between existing and proposed platforms.

Table 10: Supporting APIs per development platform.

API Titanium Cordova NetApp-Agent
Battery O O O
Vibration X O O
Camera O O O
GPS X O O

Network

Cell State X O O
Cell ON X X O
Cell OFF X X O
WiFi State X O O
WiFi ON X X O
WiFi OFF X X O

Bluetooth State X X O
Bluetooth ON X X O
Bluetooth OFF X X O
Device List X X O

Media

Send Audio X X O
Recv Audio X X O
Play Audio O O O
Send Video X X O
Recv Video X X O
Play Video O X O

Display

Send Text X X O
Recv Text X X O
Send Image X X O
Recv Image X X O

Sensor
Compass X O O

Accelerometer X O O
Light Sensor X X O

existing platforms. Consequently, the use of NetApp-Agent
API allows in-depth control of hardware/software modules
as well as communicationwithout further development of the
native language.

4.2.3. IP-Based Communication Service for Bluetooth Com-
munication Devices. It is rare to find stand-alone functions

in wearable devices as most functions are usually dependent
on smartphones. Connections between smartphones and
wearable devices are needed to guarantee the practical use of
devices, and Bluetooth-based interdevice communication is
utilized at this stage. Bluetooth as a communication system
for short distances is implemented by referring to the Mac
addresses of the paired devices. Accordingly, it is virtually
limited for a wearable device that only supports Bluetooth
communication to communicate with external devices or
users as it is the same issue of IoT devices.

Our proposed platform forms Bluetooth connections
with wearable/IoT devices and supportsWebSocket-based IP
communication. It creates a network by grouping together
Bluetooth-based devices and enables IP communication with
the outside. Thus, outside users can communicate with and
control wearable/IoT devices using IPwithout having to form
Bluetooth connections.

Figure 19 shows the differences between the existing plat-
form and the proposed one. In case of the existing method,
wearable/IoT devices only support Bluetooth communica-
tion. To use and control devices, smartphones connected to
them need to be carried to within the coverage range of
Bluetooth communication. The proposed platform supports
remote access to devices without IP. Accordingly, devices can
be controlled from outside using IP communication.

4.2.4. Provision of Network Application Development Envi-
ronment. SDKs and APIs being offered to implement cloud
services mostly focus on building the cloud server. Con-
sequently, client applications need independent implemen-
tation for each platform in order to service devices. The
proposed NetApp-Agent platform supports the development
of network applications for cloud services.

Network applications carry out IP-based communication
with NetApp-Agent and use NetApp-Agent APIs to provide
services using cloud servers to users without the need for
further implementation or revision of smart devices. Con-
sidering that smart devices are only implemented through
the API offered, the revision of smart device programs is
unnecessary even if the function of the native application is
extended or a brand-new network application is developed.
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Figure 21: Expandable Cross-Platform for QR code recognizing scenario based NetApp-Agent.

Furthermore, smart devices can support intelligent func-
tions by connecting to the cloud server, which was hitherto
unavailable for smart devices. This enables the provision of
advanced services to users as a result.

4.3. Experimental Implementation of the Proposed Method

4.3.1. Expandable Cross-Platform for QR Code Recognition
Using the Pregenerated Image Matching Method. QR code is
two-dimensional code developed in 1994, and the amount
of a QR code is rapidly increasing [33]. It can handle more
information than barcode about several hundreds of times
and anyone can make and use it easily. Also, it enables the
user to access website through recognizing code without
enteringURL [34].The important key ofQR code recognition
is caught “Finder Pattern” of QR code. QR code can be
recognized only if camera catches these three patterns.When
angle bends largely, camera cannot catch three patterns so
that it becomes impossible to recognize QR code [35].

The QR code recognition method is “pregenerated image
matching” that finds original QR code through similarity test
of shooting photograph and database’s images in the server.

We suggest the composition of server-device environment
and operational process.

Figure 20 shows the entire operating process of QR
code recognition method. At this method, wireless device
sends shooting QR code image without any processing to
the cloud server. After receiving QR code image, cloud
server performs whole operating process. It is a contrast
to traditional technology where shooting device performs
whole operating process.

Before the recognition, cloud server must store QR code
images in the database. This process includes transform QR
code image in four directions with every single angle.

Once wireless device takes a picture of QR code image,
device sends image to server. Server performs similarity test
among input image and images stored into the database.
Server finds an original image with the largest similarity
coefficient. Finally, it sends detecting QR code image and
decoding information to the wireless device.

Figures 21 and 22 show the process of QR code recogni-
tion based NetApp-Agent. We create a NetApp-Agent appli-
cation using Cordovawrapper, which supports “pregenerated
image matching” on various devices. A device made of web
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Figure 22: The process of QR code recognition using the pregenerated Image Matching Method based NetApp-Agent.

Figure 23: Operating screen of the application.

application communicates with the server made of Node.js
usingWebSocket. Because different operating system can use
the same web application, the service can be provided to
various devices with separate operating system [36].

We used Google’s reference phone, which is Nexus 4
installed Android 4.4 Kitkat. In addition, we had a test
in Lumia 920 installed Windows Phone 8.0 and Samsung
Galaxy Tab 10.1 installed Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich.
Figure 23 shows that application of the QR code recognition
is portable to other operating systems.

4.3.2. Performance Evaluation of the Pregenerated Image
Matching Method. This paper’s experiment is verifying the
recognition of QR code in the angle where it cannot be
recognized in traditional QR code applications.

First, we implement an experiment to find the maximum
recognition angle of traditional applications. Wemeasure the
maximum recognition angle with four smartphones using
NAVER and SCANY application. Tables 11 and 12 are the test
result of using 1.8 cm ∗ 1.8 cm QR code.

Those two applications display themaximum recognition
angle at 55∘ so we experiment the possibility whether our
proposed method can recognize the image at 60∘.

Figure 24 is 1.8 cm ∗ 1.8 cm 10 QR code images for
recognition. These images of the database were taken at a
distance of 20 cm by using the phone camera directly. Setting
the maximum angle of the QR code to 70 degrees, the images

Table 11: Recognition angle using NAVER application.

Distance Model
Galaxy Note 3 Galaxy S4 Nexus 4 iPhone 5

15 cm 35∘ 40∘ 45∘ 0∘

30 cm 45∘ 43∘ 50∘ X

Table 12: Recognition angle using SCANY application.

Distance Model
Galaxy Note 3 Galaxy S4 Nexus 4 iPhone 5

15 cm 50∘ 45∘ 55∘ 45∘

30 cm 55∘ 55∘ 55∘ 45∘

were taken 5 degrees from 0 degrees by incrementing. The
images are stored in binary. We saved 15 images per QR
code, and the 150 images were set as the comparison of
the experiment. We examined by comparing the similarity
between the 150QR code images andwe saved the 10QR code
images inclined at 60 degrees. After checking the similarity,
the similarity of each QR code was output in descending rank
from first to third rankings.

Figure 25 is a graph using aQR code 01 taken at 60-degree
angles, representing the similarity of the 150 QR code images.
It is expressed by a line of a different color for each QR code,
the horizontal axis represents the value of the angle, and the
vertical axis represents the degree of similarity (%).

The most significant similarity is the image at 60 degrees
of QR code 01, because the QR code image has high similarity
with itself. Other QR codes can be matched with target of
experiment, having relatively low similarity. These experi-
mental results show that the proposed method is superior to
the traditionalmethod, which is used byNAVER and SCANY
application; this paper presents recognition of QR code over
other applications’ maximum limit angle.

5. Conclusion and Future Research

In this paper, we proposed a wearable device control platform
to develop network applications. We also carried out an
experiment to confirm the feasibility and efficiency of the
proposed platform.The advantages of the proposed platform
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were tested through a comparative analysis with the existing
platform.

There are twomain advantages of our proposed platform.
First, it reduces the time and cost needed to develop applica-
tions by providing a single API to developers. In past devel-
opment approaches, developers needed to construct devel-
opment environments for each platform and had to learn
several programming languages and APIs when developing
applications. For the development of applications working
on a Sony SmartWatch, an Android-based development
environment had to be constructed, and, in order to install
the Sony Add-on SDK, learning about Java and API had to be
gone through. Furthermore, the development of applications
with the same features for Pebble SmartWatch required that
developers acquire relevant knowledge of the programming

languages, such as C and Pebble SDK. The increase in the
number of platforms led to a rise in the time and resources
required to develop applications, which are falling behind
the current trends in which a variety of wearable devices are
consistently launched. By integrating development environ-
ments andoffering a JSON-basedAPI, our proposed platform
eases the burden of application development regardless of
environment and type of platform. Moreover, the issue of
limited API coverage in the Cordova platform was addressed
by using a Cordova device wrapper and a native wrapper
together. The proposed platform enables the development of
a wide variety of applications by extending API coverage to
software/hardware module control of devices.

Second, wearable devices that support Bluetooth com-
munication can communicate with the external environment
in our platform using IP. Existing wearable devices support
Bluetooth communication and are heavily dependent on
smartphones. However, in the existing platform, a smart-
phone needs to be carried to control and utilize wearable
devices, which need to be located within the range of
Bluetooth coverage.Theproposed platformallows the control
of devices through remote access as well as the exchange of
relevant information. Due to rising demand for IoT, the era
of wider communication even with blub, TV, remote control,
and vehicles is coming. The application of the proposed
platform to IoT will make it possible to form an interdevice
network where outside users can control devices.

At this point, in technological development, when the
need for a standardized mobile programming method is
pressing on account of the growing number of smart
devices on a variety of platforms, our proposed platform
shows advantages by unveiling its unique features which are
incorporating the development methods of applications and
supporting IP-based communications to external devices.
Thus, since our platform facilitates the development of service
applications without additional implementation or revision,
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the widespread adoption of this approach is expected in
developing network applications that service smart devices.

An issue to consider is that consistent attention and
updates to the platform will be required for new smart
devices and platforms in order to guarantee the continual
use and development of NetApp-Agent. The experiment
described here shows the feasibility of NetApp-Agent, which
adds some limitations on the coverage of serviceable API.
Hence, the proposed NetApp-Agent is in need of further
implementations.
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